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1. Introduction1

Between May and June 2013, several European countries experienced extreme floods2

across their territories. Intense precipitation combined with historical wet catchments3

caused abnormal water levels across river basins. The 2013 flood was the most severe4

in German history, at least since the 1950’s, when a flood severity index started being5

calculated (Merz et al., 2014). The floods caused damages along 700km of roads and6

150 bridges (Thieken et al., 2016). In the federal state of Saxony, for instance, there7

were 3,310 reported cases of road damages summing up to e459 million (Deutsche8

Presse-Agentur, 2014). Despite this, studies on the effects of the 2013 floods on the9

transport network are still very limited. To the best of our knowledge, the only study10

attempting to understand the traffic consequences of the 2013 floods in Germany is11

Thieken et al. (2016). In this study, the authors use police reports to show that there12

were more than 14,500 hours of total traffic obstructions throughout the network, with13

the federal trans-regional network accounting for more than 50% of these.14

Studies dealing with the assessment of the effects of floods are usually based on15

administrative data or inundation maps (Thieken et al., 2016; Hammond et al., 2015).16

However, neither data sources, if used independently, are optimal to infer the conse-17

quences of the flood on the transport system in Germany. On the one hand, adminis-18

trative data suffers from asymmetries at the state level and no information disclosure19

at the regional and county levels (Thieken et al., 2016). While on the other, inun-20

dation maps are not suitable because floods affect transport not only through their21

direct effect on each flooded link, i.e., through traffic disruptions due to water cover-22

ing the road surface, but also through the indirect impact that flooded links impose23

on non-flooded roads, i.e., by increasing or decreasing the number of vehicles passing24

through them as a consequence of disrupted traffic in flooded roads. Besides this,25

causes of traffic disruptions also include landslides or other consequences of heavy rain26

that do not perfectly correlate with the water intensity of flood maps. However, this27

does not mean that flood maps and police reports cannot be complementary to more28

formal assessments of the effect of the floods on the traffic network. In this paper,29

we use both to define flood-affected areas, have temporal information about the flood30
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event, and to relate our final results to the spatial distribution of the inundation, i.e.,31

by studying how close affected counters lie from flooded areas or districts with police32

reports.33

This article aims to identify and quantify the effect of the 2013 flood on heavy34

freight traffic passing through automatic traffic counters (ATCs), distributed along35

the German road transport network. In particular, we investigate if the floods had36

heterogeneous effects by road and inundation week, trace the configuration of disrupted37

and detour roads, recovery times, and the total number of lost vehicles in the network.38

We concentrate on heavy freight traffic because we want to disentangle behavioral39

responses from physical impediments. Cargo vehicles run on a planned schedule that40

does not depend on the truck driver. Besides this, changes in heavy freight traffic can41

be associated to trade flows, which have a crucial economic relevance.42

The method we implement refers to a proven time series approach for the detec-43

tion and estimation of outliers: The Chen and Liu method (Chen and Liu, 1993b).44

In addition to using this method for robust estimation and forecasting of time-series45

models (Gomez and Maravall, 1997; Maravall, 2006), several researchers have used46

it to identify and estimate outliers on economic activity (Darné and Diebolt, 2004),47

terrorism-related changes of financial market stock indices (Charles and Darné, 2006),48

or even to understand variations in fish migration patterns (Secor et al., 2018). How-49

ever, this is the first article we are aware of that implements the method to identify50

how exogenous climate events affect traffic volumes. Henceforth, we denote the ef-51

fects of these exogenous climate events on traffic counts as shocks due to the focus52

of this paper on the ”outliers” themselves rather than on the estimated coefficients of53

the adjusted series. Shocks thus refer to flood-related increments or reductions in the54

number of vehicles passing through a counter (or road) compared to BAU levels.55

The methodological approach treats each counter as an independent time series56

and uses the Chen and Liu method to jointly estimate the parameters of the model57

and the effects of the flood at each counter while identifying the type of shock and58

the exact week in which it occurred. This allows us to measure the stringency of59

the affectation by comparing the value of traffic in the weeks of the flood against a60

statistically constructed counterfactual. Since the data we use includes an indication61
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of whether or not a counter was affected by the 2013 floods, we first analyze this subset62

of counters and then extend it to include flooded regions, districts with flood-related63

police reports, and the rest of Germany.64

Results show 157 significant shocks on 143 counters and 81 roads. These values65

correspond to 10% of all counters and 23% of all main roads in Germany. Almost 80%66

of these counters locate on flood-affected areas, with traffic reductions concentrated on67

the most affected regions. Most of these shocks begin in week 22 and 23 of 2013 and68

last, on average, ten weeks. By week 40, almost all the effects vanish. With the help69

of the previous information, we detect 31 disrupted and 50 detour roads. The A2, A3,70

A42, A1, A3 experience the highest average traffic losses, whereas the B388, B20, B8,71

A864, and B85 undergo the highest average traffic gains. Out of detour roads, 72%72

were B-roads. We approximate the unique number of trucks lost to be between 5,00073

and 51,000 units.74

We contribute to current information provided by inundation maps and official75

reports by deriving an exhaustive list of counters affected during the inundation period,76

estimating the size and duration of the effects of the flood at each affected counter and77

road, locating critical areas of the network, calculating recovery times, and tracing the78

configuration of disrupted and deviation routes. This paper also contributes to the79

literature in three specific ways: First, we are the first to quantify the size and spatio-80

temporal stringency of the 2013 German floods on the transport system. Second,81

to the best of our knowledge, we are the first study to analyze the effect of natural82

disasters on the transportation network for a large group of traffic counters scattered83

across a large geographical area with different administrative units, road types, and84

geography. Third, this is the first article we are aware of to use an outlier identification85

and estimation method to understand the effects of natural disasters on the transport86

system.87

Researchers can use the methodology outlined in this paper in the analysis of88

the effect of other natural disasters or exogenous events like strikes, accidents, or89

terrorist attacks on the transport network, particularly when the set of affected units90

is difficult to identify. Furthermore, they can also use our results to quantify changes91

in transport costs or inter-regional trade, generate an integrated flood severity index92
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in combination with additional information, study spatial dispersion effects, or use the93

set of significantly stricken units to define treatment groups. Moreover, the results of94

this study can inform policymakers about the consequences of abnormal and repetitive95

floods so that they can formulate policies to increase the resilience of critical areas.96

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the literature97

and divides it into three major topics: studies on the detection and estimation of98

outliers in time series data, empirical studies using the method adopted in this paper99

for other applications, and a general overview of other papers analyzing the effect100

of weather related-events on traffic variables. Section 3 provides an overview of the101

data. Section 4 compiles all the particularities of the methodology. Section 5 lists the102

main results. Section 6 discusses the results, and finally, Section 7 summarizes and103

concludes.104

2. Literature Review105

2.1. The 2013 Floods in Germany106

Munich RE (2014) reports that the 2013 inundations were, from a hydrological point107

of view, more severe and had a greater extent than the 2002 European floods, which108

flooded similar regions in Germany (Socher and Böhme-Korn, 2008). In the Bavarian109

city of Passau, for instance, the water level reached 12.89 meters, the highest recorded110

level since 1501 (Merz et al., 2014). The rivers with the most substantial increments111

in water levels were the Elbe, Danube, Rhine, Wesser, and their tributaries. Despite112

this, partly due to improved systems of flood protection, direct losses, valued at e8.2113

billion by the Federal Ministry of Finance and e10 billion by Munich RE (Munich114

RE, 2014), were lower than those caused by the 2002 floods, with costs estimated in115

e17 billion. The federal states with the highest financial losses were Saxony-Anhalt,116

Saxony, Bavaria, and Thuringia. In Saxony, for instance, the distribution of overall117

direct financial losses was: state and municipal infrastructure (59.8%), private house-118

holds (22.7%), industrial and commercial sector (13.9%), and other (3.5%) (Thieken119

et al., 2016).120

Direct losses, referring to the immediate physical and structural effects imposed121
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by the 2013 floods in Germany, are reported in Thieken et al. (2016): around 600,000122

persons were affected; there were 14 fatalities, 128 persons injured, and 80,630 per-123

sons evacuated. Besides damages to the road network, the floods caused interruptions124

in electricity and water supply due to preventive network measures. Khazai et al.125

(2013) estimate 250,000 hectares of flooded agricultural land and manufacturing dis-126

ruptions, including big companies such as Porsche in Leipzig, Volkswagen in Zwickau,127

and Südzucker in Zeitz.128

Thieken et al. (2016) is probably the only study dealing with the effects of the 2013129

flood on the German transport system. Besides calculating traffic obstructions, the130

authors also count the number of police reports at each day of the inundation period to131

show that the first obstructions began in the last week of May, reached a peak during132

the first week of June, particularly on the second day of the month, and that they133

almost disappeared by the second half of June. Furthermore, they also point out that134

although obstructions happened in 89 districts with different duration, most eastern135

states had interruptions of more than three weeks. Leading causes of traffic disruptions136

were: floods (81.6%), fallen trees (9%), and landslides (9.4%). Moreover, the types of137

interruptions were: road closures in both directions (46.1%), road constriction (9%),138

one-way road closures (5.7%), cessation of the ways out (2.4%), and others (36.7%).139

2.2. Detection and estimation of outliers140

Literature concerning the detection of outliers in time series revolves around the identi-141

fication and control of suspicious data points unrelated to the data generation process142

(DGP). Not controlling for these points may lead to model misspecification, biased143

parameter estimation, or poor forecasts. The development of outlier detection and144

estimation methods is motivated by both empirical applications and the theoretical145

evolution of time series literature. Differences between the methods usually depend146

on the number of variables included in the analysis, the types and number of outliers,147

assumptions regarding the a-priori knowledge of outlier location, and the parametric148

form of the DGP (e.g., linear, non-linear). In this paper, we treat detected outliers as149

shocks to the transport system, henceforth we use both terms interchangeably.150

In general, methods dealing with the detection and estimation of outliers divide into151
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state-space, Bayesian, non-parametric, and model-based approaches. State-space rep-152

resentations of time series include Bianco et al. (2001) and De Jong and Penzer (1998).153

These models compute residuals and identify outliers by using Kalman or robust fil-154

tering techniques. Bayesian approaches of autoregressive (AR) models are developed155

by Abraham and Box (1979) and McCulloch and Tsay (1994), the latter being im-156

proved for outlier patches by Justel et al. (2001). At their core, Bayesian methods use157

the Gibbs sampler for detecting and estimating outliers. Non-parametric approaches158

include methods using a linear interpolator (Ljung, 1989, 1993; Peña, 1990), genetic159

algorithms (Baragona et al., 2001; Cucina et al., 2014), or projection pursuits (Galeano160

et al., 2006). Our study is more closely related to model-based approaches in the spirit161

of Fox (1972), who developed an (AR) parametric model for two outlier types: addi-162

tive, lasting only one period, and multi-period outliers. Fox’s model is extended by163

Tsay (1986), Tsay (1988), Chang et al. (1988), and Chen and Liu (1993b) to incorpo-164

rate general ARIMA models and additional outlier types through an iterative process.165

This article uses the method outlined by Chen and Liu (1993b) to endogenously iden-166

tify flood-affected counters and estimate the size and duration of the flood effect on167

heavy freight traffic.168

Several researchers apply the Chen and Liu method to the analysis of time-series169

data. Besides studies using the method as a data cleansing device, there is a set of170

articles where, similar to this paper, the focus is on the outliers themselves. These171

articles match identified outliers with exogenous events to study its impact on different172

variables. For instance, Darné and Diebolt (2004) use the technique to detect and173

identify the nature and size of economic shocks affecting GPD of 16 OECD countries.174

The shocks include the great depression, wars, and other global events. Charles and175

Darné (2006) use it to detect outliers in 10 daily stock market indexes. Detected176

outliers are then matched with the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and used to show that177

stock markets experienced large shocks. Charles et al. (2019) analyze the impact of178

the ”Chickgungunya” health crisis on the number of tourist arrivals to the French179

island of La Réunion. They test if the health crisis had a temporary or permanent180

effect on international tourist inflows. Secor et al. (2018) identify and estimate fish181

migration patterns caused by a tropical storm by using the method to detect and182
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determine outliers from the daily time-series of ocean acoustic receivers.183

Concerning the use of time-series outlier detection and identification techniques184

with traffic data, the number of studies is limited, which seems particularly odd con-185

sidering the vast amount of collected data and the importance of data quality. Outliers186

in traffic data usually occur because of malfunctions in data collection and record sys-187

tems, but also because of exogenous events such as natural disasters or strikes. Watson188

et al. (1995) use data from an automatic traffic counter in a single trunk road in the189

UK to test the existence of outliers. Chiou et al. (2014) use a non-parametric func-190

tional data analysis approach to detect outliers on traffic flow data collected on the191

National Highway No. 5 in Taiwan. Tan et al. (2013), use a novel tensor-based method192

to recover aggregated traffic volumes from outlying observations, attributed to heavy193

rain days, in Sacramento County, California, US. However, the exact time points of194

the affected series must be set manually, given that the method cannot identify out-195

liers. To overcome this, Tan et al. (2013), propose an outlier recovery method tested196

with the help of (artificial) additive type outliers imposed on a single sensor in the197

freeway system of Sacramento. Finally, Guo et al. (2015) use traffic flow data from198

36 stations across four highways to show that detected outliers impose a significant199

effect on parameter forecasting. This paper’s outlier detection approach uses the same200

likelihood ratio test as Chen and Liu (1993b) but allowing for heteroskedasticity and201

only considering additive outliers (because detection happens in real-time). However,202

their study differs from ours in that they do not identify the timing, location, and size203

of exogenous shocks, but study the effect of outliers on short-term forecasts.204

Our work builds upon the suggestion in Guo et al. (2015) that traffic data collection205

systems should record information on the events generating outliers, which, after being206

matched with detected outliers, would allow for an in-depth study of how transport207

systems are affected by these events, for instance, floods. To the best of the authors’208

knowledge, there is no evidence in the transportation literature of studies focusing on209

identifying and estimating the effect of floods through the use of time-series techniques210

as the ones referenced above.211

It is worth noting that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, studies investigat-212

ing the effects of floods on the transport network, for instance, on retrofit priorities213
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(Sohn, 2006) or vehicle speed (Pregnolato et al., 2017), do not use information from214

traffic counts, although this is done for other disaster types. For earthquakes, for ex-215

ample, Chang and Nojima (2001) develop summary measures of the transport system216

using traffic counters within an earthquake area to compare pre-disaster against post-217

disaster traffic volumes and derive measures of traffic volume restoration. Giuliano218

and Golob (1998) study travel patterns in two transportation corridors stricken by the219

1994 Northridge Earthquake in Los Angeles, US. Information from several counters220

allows them to calculate differences in weekly traffic volumes for 1994 relative to the221

same week the previous year, as well as traffic volume averages in person-trips. For222

adverse weather, Cools et al. (2010) use a regression approach to study the impact of223

varying weather conditions on traffic at three counter stations in Belgium (Hasselt,224

Brussels, and Belgian coastline) collected in 2003 and 2004. Kilpeläinen and Summala225

(2007) address the impact of adverse weather and weather forecasts on the behavior of226

drivers by using a questionnaire matched to traffic counts and weather data at eleven227

locations along highways in rural areas of Finland. Chung et al. (2005) look at the228

effect of rain on travel demand and accidents measured on the Tokyo Metropolitan229

Expressway by comparing weather data to traffic counts on rainy and non-rainy days.230

The previous studies using traffic counts usually fail to account for seasonality,231

trends, masking effects, and additional elements of a time series. They provide no sys-232

tematic way to determine which counters were affected, when they were affected, and233

the statistical significance of the effect. Besides this, none of them identifies the total234

network effect of exogenous events since the majority of these focus on localized effects235

at just one counter or several ones in a specific region. Furthermore, to the best of236

our knowledge, no study has analyzed the effect of floods on transport, although some237

efforts exist for heavy rain. This article aims to fill the existing gap in the literature238

by being the first paper to quantify changes in traffic volumes as a result of flooding239

events across a broad geographical demarcation with data from ATCs. Furthermore,240

this study is also the first one attempting to quantify the effect of the 2013 floods on241

the cargo traffic of the German transportation network. As such, it intends to make242

up for information limitations from local administrative units and complement exist-243

ing estimates, such as those coming from police reports on traffic disruptions. Besides244
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this, we use a proven time-series technique, not previously implemented in the analysis245

of transportation networks for the identification and measurement of the exogenous246

impact of natural disasters, to identify counters affected during the inundation weeks247

as well as to estimate the magnitude of the variation in traffic volumes.248

3. Data and overview249

To analyze the effect of the 2013 flood on heavy freight (HF) traffic in Germany,250

we use hourly data from automatic traffic counters (ATCs) between 2012 and 2014251

(Bundesanstalt fur Strassenwesen, 2019). ATCs are electronic traffic recording devices252

that permanently measure vehicle counts at specific points of the road network and253

classify the values according to vehicle type. ATCs are distributed across the German254

A and B road networks. A-roads are long high-speed roads with several lanes usually255

traversing the whole country (Bundesautobahnen). B-roads are generally shorter, with256

fewer lanes and lower speed limits (Bundesstraßen). The B-road network has a total257

length of 39,605 km and contains 247 different roads, whereas the A-road network has258

a total length of 12,879 km and 99 roads. The data set contains, for each counter,259

information on vehicle type, geographic coordinates, type of road, road number, date,260

and several other variables not crucial for the research design. We restrict the full261

data set to freight traffic bigger than 3.5 tons (which includes three categories of cargo262

trucks). To smooth out the effect of holidays, we interpolate their traffic counts with263

numbers from the previous or the following week. Data is aggregated across directions264

and days to obtain weekly values of two-way HF traffic volumes per ATC. Finally, we265

consider 2013 as the benchmark year and thus only include ATCs with observations266

in that year, adding up to a total of 1380 ATCs.267

Table 1 summarizes some spatial statistics of the data set. The second column gives268

the number of ATCs on the network for each year. It is visible that the amount of269

ATCs increases by 160 units in 2014 while remaining almost without changes between270

2012 and 2013. Besides this, it is important to understand the spatial dispersion of our271

measuring units. In the case of a high degree of spatial clustering, the system of ATCs272

may not be representative of the road network. To test for this, we calculate the average273
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nearest neighbor (ANN) statistic, where the null hypothesis refers to randomness and274

the alternative to clustering. A value of one or close to one would signal a random275

spatial distribution. In our dataset, we expect to find weak clustering because of the276

influence of urban centers on the location of ATCs. Column three in table 1 shows277

that the value lies around 0.72. This coefficient indicates a weak-clustering of ATCs.278

Furthermore, if we want to compare values for different years at the same location, we279

need to check if counters remain in the same geographical position for all years under280

consideration. To check for spatio-temporal stability, we use the Jaccard similarity281

index, which equals the number of intersecting points for two different years divided282

by the union of all locations, i.e., J(X, Y ) = |X ∩ Y |/|X ∪ Y |. The last column of the283

table shows the Jaccard index between 2012-2013 and 2013-2014. The lower value for284

the latter is mainly because of the new counters added to the network.285

Table 1: Spatial statistics for automatic traffic counters

Year
Number of
counters

Avg. nearest neighbor
(p-values)

Jaccard
index

2012 1492
0.72

(0.00)
-

2013 1502
0.72

(0.00)
0.98

2014 1662
0.71

(0.00)
0.86

Notes: This table contains the spatial statistics of the data set on German automatic traffic counters. The average

nearest neighbor refers to the average nearest neighbor statistic computed as the ratio between the average of observed

distances between each counter and its nearest neighbor and the expected average distance assuming a random dis-

persion. The Jaccard index equals the number of intersecting points for two different years divided by the union of all

locations, i.e., J(X,Y ) = |X ∩ Y |/|X ∪ Y |

The raw dataset contains some missing and irregular values, classified into several286

groups: ”a” missing, ”x” not recorded for technical reasons, ”s” estimated, ”u” correct287

but irregular value, and z ”time conversion.” A problem with the estimation strategy288

in this paper could happen when the share of missing values is endogenous to the289

flood. To be sure that the floods did not impact the quality of recordings, we calculate290

the percentages of missing values during the flood-period (May and June 2013) and291

for the rest of the year. Table 2 shows the proportion of missings for both subsamples.292

The flood-free months of 2013 contain 1% of ”a” values, from 1% to 3% of ”x” values,293
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and between 17% and 19% of ”s” values. These patterns hold even if the data is294

restricted to the flood months, providing evidence in favor of independence between295

missing records and floods.296

Table 2: Missingness proportions in the 2013 ATC dataset
2013 May-June 2013

A roads - a s u x z - a s u x z
a1 0.80 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.81 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.00
b1 0.80 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.81 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.01 0.00
c1 0.79 0.01 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.80 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.00
a2 0.79 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.80 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00
b2 0.79 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.80 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.01 0.00
c2 0.78 0.01 0.18 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.79 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.03 0.00
B roads - a s u x z - a s u x z
a1 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00
b1 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00
c1 0.84 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.84 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.02 0.00
a2 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00
b2 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.85 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.01 0.00
c2 0.84 0.01 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.84 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.02 0.00

Notes: The values of the table mean: - correct, regular value; a: missing value (outage); s: estimated value due to

a missing value; u: correct but irregular value (e.g., major event); x: not recorded due to technical reasons; z: time

conversion (to CEST or to CET)

Source: Bundesanstalt fur Strassenwesen (2019)

This article uses inundation maps from NASA’s MODIS Near-Real-Time Global297

Flood Mapping Project based on MODIS 250m resolution (10x10 degree tiles) data298

from NASA’s Terra and Aqua satellites (Policelli et al., 2017). Inundation maps are299

created with the help of an algorithm that identifies flooded areas by comparing de-300

tected water to a reference water layer. To minimize shadow problems from clouds301

and terrain, NASA generates multi-day composites of water surfaces. In this paper302

we make use of the 3-day composite product, which uses information from three con-303

secutive days to determine the flood extent at one particular day (the final day of the304

composite). Figure 1 shows six flood maps with flooded areas in turquoise. Each map305

is a composite of several consecutive days. The date cutoffs were selected based on306

similarities of the flood extent. For instance, from the 4 July until the 14 July, the307

flood extents at each day were very close to the flood map (b), which also corresponds308

to the most affected period. The bottom right map (f) is a composite of floods between309

20 May and 30 June, thus showing the maximum water extent of the 2013 German310

floods. Note that since the reference water layer is static, the algorithm generates311
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several pixel edge errors along the coastline. To get rid of this problem, inundations312

along the coast are not considered in the analysis.313

Figure 1: NASA flood maps across the inundation period in 2013

(a) 20 May - 3 June (b) 4 June - 14 June (c) 15 June - 17 June

(d) 18 June - 24 June (e) 25 June - 30 June (f) 20 May - 30 June

Geo-source: Policelli et al. (2017)

Notes: The first 5 maps give water extent composites (turquoise) using several days with similar inundation patterns

during the flood period. The last map, (f), is a composite of the previous, thus giving the maximum water extent of

the 2013 German floods.

Besides inundation maps, we use the set of districts with flood-related police re-314

ports from Thieken et al. (2016). These reports were collected between 15 May and315

31 December 2013. An example of a report reads as follows: ”4 June 2013, 11:30316

AM, B96 Hoyerswerda in the direction of Bautzen, between junctions Zeissig and Neu317

Buchwalde, traffic obstructions in both directions due to flooding, a detour has been318

instated”. The authors used these reports to calculate the overall duration of traffic319

obstructions on the district level. Although the original map considers six different cat-320
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egories, we only make use of two: districts where the total length of traffic obstructions321

induced by the flood event was smaller or bigger than one week.322

The Bundesanstalt für Straßenwesen (BASt) includes an indication in the dataset323

if the counter was affected by the 2013 floods (henceforth flood-flagged counters).324

However, BASt does not include any information on the size or direction of the ef-325

fect. According to them, the main criteria used for flagging counters was information326

received from the federal states as well as alternative data, such as the local media327

and the internet. Moreover, according to Thieken et al. (2016), regional data about328

the floods suffer from several shortcomings, increasing the probability that the impact329

data collected by BASt is incomplete or inconsistent.330

Fig.3 plots the spatial distribution of ATCs in 2013 (small red circles) over the331

inundation map (turquoise) and flood-related police-reports districts with less (gray)332

and more (dark gray) than one week of overall traffic obstruction duration. Big red333

circles refer to flood-flagged counters. The map shows that flood-flagged counters lie334

inside or close to inundated areas and police-report districts with more than one week335

in overall traffic obstruction duration. But also that there are several critical areas336

without flood-flagged counters, for instance, the upper part of the Elbe River, flowing337

from the north to the center-east of the country, or the districts in the federal state of338

Thuringia, located in the center of the country.339

To give an idea of the magnitude of the flood, Fig. 4 plots weekly HF traffic passing340

through flood-flagged counters by type of road. In line with temporal information from341

the inundation map, A-roads have a significant reduction from the trend in weeks 23342

(June 3-9) and 24 (June 9-16) of 2013. For B-roads, the variation in traffic counts has343

the opposite direction and is smaller in absolute value, such that we expect an overall344

negative effect.345
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Figure 3: German ATC network during the 2013 floods

Notes: This image shows inundated areas (turquoise), flood-related police-reports districts with less (gray) and more

(dark grey) than 1 week of overall traffic obstruction duration, all ATCs in 2013 (small red circles), and flood-flagged

counters (big red circles) over the map of Germany

Figure 4: Weekly heavy freight traffic passing through flood-flagged counters by road
type

(a) A roads (b) B roads

Notes: This image shows the number of cargo vehicle counts passing through flood-flagged counters along A roads

(Bundesautobahnen) and B roads (Bundesstraßen) during the inundation weeks for three different years.
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4. Methodology346

Time series data, such as traffic volumes measured with the help of ATCs, often347

experience shocks altering the dynamics of the DGP. Natural disasters are one of348

the causes of these exogenous shocks to the transport system. Previous studies on the349

effect of natural disasters on traffic volumes do not account for seasonality, time trends,350

or the effect of previous events, which might play a significant role in the values of the351

series and thus affect the estimates of the flood effects. For example, if a new lane is352

constructed months before the flood, the lane-effect could be internalized as the effect353

of the flood and bias the resulting estimates. Accounting for the impact of previous354

events allows us to determine outlier-free model parameters and adjust the resulting355

series as a counterfactual against which to compare the observed levels throughout the356

flood period. To overcome these problems, Chen and Liu (1993b) model the temporal357

structure of the DGP based on a seasonal auto-regressive integrated moving average358

(SARIMA) model. While modeling the DGP, the method discounts the effect of non-359

systematic shocks by identifying and estimating outliers.360

The Chen and Liu method has several advantages: First, compared to other meth-361

ods, it includes four relevant outlier types, which is vital because floods can have362

different temporal effects on traffic. Second, the method is based on a (S)ARIMA363

model, which is known for its flexibility, solid underlying theory (Brockwell et al.,364

2002), and superiority to other alternatives for modeling and forecasting traffic flows365

(Smith et al., 2002; Williams and Hoel, 2003). Third, it minimizes masking effects: an366

outlier masks another neighbor outlier if the latter cannot be identified as an outlier367

without eliminating the first. Finally, the method is transparent and generally used in368

several time-series applications. Disadvantages include: slow computing times, arising369

from estimating an initial model for every examined time-series; same (approximated)370

critical values for all outlier types; and that the method is uni-variate, thus not able371

to include cases when an outlier detected in a series might be caused by an outlier372

in another series. However, as Chen and Liu (1993a) argue, cross-correlations play a373

secondary role because time-series data is contextual, which imposes strong temporal374

locality on series values. Besides this, in a multivariate time series framework, there is375
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no option for the identification of consecutive outliers, which is essential for minimizing376

masking effects.377

Letting zt denote outlier-free traffic volumes passing through one specific counter,378

P(p) the seasonal (non-seasonal) auto-regressive order, Q(q) the seasonal (non-seasonal)379

moving average order, 5D
s = 1− Bs (5d = 1− B) the seasonal (non-seasonal) differ-380

ence operators with D (d) non-negative integers giving the number of seasonal (non-381

seasonal) differences and s the seasonal period identifier (number of observations than382

composes a seasonal cycle), a seasonal ARIMA model, or ARIMA(P;D;Q)s(p;d;q), can383

be represented by:384

ΦP (Bs)Φp(B)5D
s 5dzt = θQ(Bs)Θq(B)εt, (1)

where ΦP (Bs) = (1−Φ1B
s− ...−ΦPB

s) is the seasonal auto-regressive term of order385

P with seasonal period s, Φp(B) = (1 − Φ1B
1 − ... − ΦpBp) is the non-seasonal auto-386

regressive term of order p, ΘQ(Bs) = (1−ΘQB
s− ...−ΘQB

s) is the seasonal moving387

average term of order Q with seasonal period s, Θq(B) = (1 − ΘqB
1 − ... − ΘqB

q) is388

the non-seasonal moving average term of order q, and εt is a white noise process. Eq.389

1 can be rewritten as Eq. 2 by letting yt = 5D
s 5d zt, where Φ•(B) and Θ•(B) are390

polynomials of order p+ sP and q + sQ.391

Φ•(B)yt = Θ•(B)εt (2)

An observed series y∗t affected by j = 1, .....,m shocks (outliers) of type i = 1, 2, 3, 4392

at times t1, t2, ....., tm can be represented by Eq. 3. The indicator (ς
tj
t ) is equal to one393

for t = tj and zero otherwise. Lj(B) and ωj characterize the shock type and magnitude,394

respectively.395

y∗t =
m∑
j=1

ωjLj(B)ς
tj
t +

Θ•(B)

Φ•(B)
εt (3)
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Chen and Liu (1993b) consider the following four types of shock: innovative shock396

(IS), additive shock (AS), level shift (LS), and temporary change (TC). Fig. 5 depicts397

the behavior of each shock type with the help of a simulated time series. An AS398

(Lj(B) = 1) lasts for only one period, a TC (Lj(B) = 1/(1 − γB)) dies away in399

two or more periods, a LS (Lj(B) = 1/(1 − B)) generates an abrupt and permanent400

level change in the DGP (ASs and LSs are two boundary cases of a TC), and an401

IS (Lj(B) = Θ•(B)/Φ•(B)) changes the inherent behavior of the data, where γ is a402

parameter giving the pace of the dynamic dampening effect. The exact effect of the403

latter depends on the SARIMA model of zt as well as if the series is stationary or not:404

for stationary series, an IS converges to a TC.405

Figure 5: Types of shocks

(a) Additive shock (AS) (b) Temporary change (TC)

(c) Level shift (LS) (d) Innovative shock (IS)

Notes: This figure shows the behavior of the four different shock types incorporated into the Chen
and Liu method. The red line shows the effect of the shock, the black line is the shock-free series.

If one would estimate Eq. 3 without taking the different shocks into account,406

the contaminated residuals could bias the estimates of the SARIMA model. Eq. 4407

portrays the functional form of these residuals, where π(B) = Φ•(B)/Θ•(B) = 1 −408

π1(B) − π2(B), .....,−πj(B), with weights πj becoming zero as the roots of Θ•(B) lie409

outside the unit circle. OLS can be used to estimate ωj at tj, which will give the410

effect of the exogenous event on the residuals of the series at the time of the impact.411

The method deems a shock significant with the help of a likelihood ratio test statistic412
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whose critical values ’C’ are approximated by Chen and Liu (1993b) with Monte Carlo413

simulations of different sample sizes, shock types, and model parameters.414

êt =
m∑
j=1

ωjπ(B)Lj(B)ς
tj
t + εt (4)

Eq. 3 and 4 form the basis of the method. If the size, shape, and location of415

the shocks would be known, then we could use Eq. 3 to get the ”true” parameters416

of the model. On the other hand, if the ”true” model parameters would be known,417

then we would use Eq. 4 to calculate the shocks. Since we do not know any of418

these, the Chen and Liu method proposes an iterative process with three main steps:419

(1) potential outlier dates and types are detected based on initial model parameters420

estimation (from the observed series). Every time an outlier is deemed significant,421

the method removes its effect from the residuals and observations, thereafter a new422

iteration begins; (2) Results from the first step are used to jointly estimate outlier423

effects (Eq. 4) and model parameters (Eq. 2); and (3), adjusted parameters from the424

second step are used to detect final shock dates, types, and their effect.425

We apply this method to each ATC independently. In this paper, shocks refer to426

increments or reductions in the number of vehicles counted compared to the business-427

as-usual (BAU) series. We assume that the shocks identified during the inundation428

period associate to the 2013 flood events. The inundation period, according to the429

inundation map and police reports, comprises weeks 22 (27 May - 2 June), 23 (3-430

9 June), 24 (10-16 June), and 25 (17-23 June) of 2013. We work step-wise with431

lists of mutually exclusive ATCs, which allows us to relate affected ATCs to flood432

affected areas. The first step includes flood-flagged ATCs only. The second step433

comprises ATCs within or close to inundated areas (we selected all counters lying434

within a buffer of 0.5 decimal degrees around flooded areas in the NASA inundation435

map), but excluding those from the first step. The third step includes ATCs lying436

within districts with flood-related police reports, but excluding those from the first437

and second steps, and finally, the fourth step includes all the remaining ATCs in438

Germany.439
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For the analysis of the results, we restrict the effect of level shifts (LS) to the440

inundation weeks given that we cannot exclusively ascribe the long-term impact of441

LSs to the flood period but to other structural changes. Further, for each road, we442

base the analysis on average shock sizes at the road level, which gives us the average443

traffic change on counters on that road. However, to approximate the total number of444

unique HF vehicles lost in country, it does not suffice to aggregate over values at the445

road level. The reason is that, if we assume that at least some vehicles pass through446

more than one counter on one particular road during the same trip, the total number447

of unique vehicles gets biased as the number of counters on the road changes. If we448

would have two exact roads with the same size of traffic volume gain, but one of those449

roads would contain a higher number of counters, the gain estimate of the latter would450

be higher, as vehicles traversing some segments get counted more frequently. To solve451

this problem, we generate clusters of affected ATCs. We define the clusters per road452

and district, such that the administrative demarcations of districts determine road-453

segments. Fig. 6 gives a visual impression of these clusters in a hypothetical scenario454

with five roads, two regions, and eight affected ATCs. To get the number of unique455

vehicles, we consider two options. The first one averages over the shock values at each456

cluster and then aggregates them to approximate the traffic effect at the national level.457

The second option calculates the minimum (among negative shocks) and maximum458

(among positive shocks) shock values at each cluster and adds up those values.459
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Figure 6: Generation of ATC clusters

Notes: This graph gives a visual impression of how ATC clusters are created in order to approximate the number of

unique vehicles in a hypothetical scenario with 5 roads, 2 districts and 8 affected ATCs.

5. Results460

Table 3 shows ATCs of the first step for which the method detected a significant461

shock in one or more weeks during the flood. Besides affected counters and the week462

when the shock initiated, table 3 includes the type of shock, its size as a percentage463

of annual traffic in that counter, its duration (in weeks), as well as the road and464

the federal state where it occurred. Although the data also provides information on465

administrative districts containing the shocks, we do not present them due to space466

limitations. To calculate percentage changes, we compare the annual traffic volume of467

the counterfactual (shock-free series) with the number of HF vehicles lost. The first468

row of the table reads as follows: in counter 3821, there was a temporary change that469

reduced the number of counted HF vehicles by 42,082 units. This value corresponds470

to a percentage reduction of 6.35% of all-year HF traffic passing through that counter.471

The shock initiated in the 24th week of 2013, had a duration of nine weeks until it472

vanished, and occurred on the B188 in Saxony-Anhalt. Forty shocks were identified473

in 31 out of the 41 flood-flagged ATCs. Although shocks are large in absolute value474

(and most are negative), the relative magnitude of the shock (size as a percentage of475

annual traffic) is smaller for A-roads, which on average, have larger volumes of traffic.476

Bavaria (BA) contains the highest quantity of shocks and also the counter with the477
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most significant reduction in traffic: counter 9093 on the A3. To provide an impression478

of these shocks, Fig. A1 on Appendix A plots them by comparing adjusted (shock-479

free) vs. observed series, and Fig. A2 plots the temporal behavior of isolated shock.480

For reasons of space limitations, results for the remaining steps are reported in Tables481

B1, B2, and B3 on Appendix B.482

Table 3: List of identified shocks and estimated sizes (1st step)
Counter

ID
Shock
Type

Size (t-val)
Size as % of
annual traffic

Week (duration)
Road

ID
State

3821 TC -42082 (-15.09) -6.35 24 (9) B188 ST
3846 AO -2360 (-5.6) -0.81 23 (1) B181 ST
3855 TC -21846 (-12.45) -7.42 24 (9) B107 ST
3888 TC -11263 (-8.75) -4.13 24 (9) B188 ST
3890 TC -9820 (-7.5) -6.11 24 (9) B107 ST
4207 TC -6676 (-3.99) -2.06 23 (9) B6 SN
4217 IO 9667 (5.8) 3.98 24 (17) B172 SN
4223 AO -166 (-10.78) -2.80 23 (1) B172 SN
4297 AO -1597 (-11.37) -1.92 23 (1) B172 SN
7001 AO -1193 (-10.38) -1.35 23 (1) B9 RP
7001 TC -1937 (-4.31) -2.19 22 (9) B9 RP
9009 TC -59227 (-5.34) -0.76 23 (9) A3 BA
9009 AO -11304 (-4.4) -0.14 24 (1) A3 BA
9019 LS 7255 (6.06) 0.36 25 (28) A92 BA
9023 AO -25603 (-15.95) -0.70 23 (1) A8 BA
9026 AO -35681 (-27.09) -0.98 23 (1) A8 BA
9028 AO -63695 (-41.27) -1.76 23 (1) A8 BA
9031 AO -17464 (-8.76) -0.57 23 (1) A8 BA
9032 AO -10914 (-4.63) -0.28 23 (1) A8 BA
9076 TC -61350 (-5.67) -0.90 23 (9) A3 BA
9076 AO -10802 (-4.39) -0.16 24 (1) A3 BA
9077 TC -60233 (-6.47) -0.90 23 (9) A3 BA
9077 AO -10323 (-4.67) -0.15 24 (1) A3 BA
9085 AO -14017 (-4.94) -0.25 24 (1) A3 BA
9085 TC -40146 (-3.37) -0.72 23 (9) A3 BA
9093 TC -78722 (-7.88) -1.42 23 (9) A3 BA
9093 IO 39166 (5.4) 0.71 25 (7) A3 BA
9121 AO -3460 (-4.58) -0.75 22 (1) B21 BA
9142 AO 2505 (6.88) 0.91 23 (1) B304 BA
9148 IO 54302 (22.27) 4.89 23 (2) B20 BA
9148 AO 31687 (21.21) 2.85 24 (1) B20 BA
9149 TC 58771 (7.68) 4.01 23 (9) B20 BA
9171 AO -20117 (-6.48) -0.35 23 (1) A8 BA
9180 AO -23003 (-7.48) -0.35 23 (1) A8 BA
9285 TC 12105 (4.72) 2.52 23 (9) B21 BA
9290 TC 24070 (5.44) 2.63 23 (9) B85 BA
9295 TC 51616 (8.87) 6.43 23 (9) B8 BA
9295 AO 5374 (3.36) 0.67 24 (1) B8 BA
9462 IO 45490 (30.08) 8.36 23 (2) B388 BA
9462 AO 27431 (30.37) 5.04 24 (1) B388 BA

Notes: This table shows all the shocks identified with a base C-value of 2.5 and γ=0.7, as recommended by Chen

and Liu (1993b), in step one. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The size as

percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the size of the shock divided by the yearly heavy freight traffic passing

through that counter in the shock-free series (counterfactual). The duration of the shock is given in weeks. The shock

types are: AS ”additive shock,” IS ”innovative shock,” TC ”temporary change,” and LS ”level shift.” Roads can be: A

”Bundesautobahn (A road),” B ”Bundesstraße (B road),” and the states acronyms are: SH ”Schleswig-Holstein”, RP

”Rheinland-Pfalz”, BY ”Bavaria”, SN ”Saxony”, and ST ”Saxony-Anhalt”.

Table 4 provides summary statistics of each of the four steps. The second column483

shows that there were 157 shocks in total: forty identified during the first step, twenty-484

one during the second, sixty-four during the third, and thirty-two during the fourth.485
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Columns three and four give the number of unique ATCs and roads containing the486

shocks: there was a total of 143 affected ATCs along 81 roads. Compared to the487

total number of ATCs and A-B roads in Germany, these numbers imply that 10% of488

counters and 23% of roads were affected. The additional ATCs identified in steps two,489

three, and four give evidence that the flood-flagged counter list is not exhaustive. Note490

that almost 80% of the affected ATCs lie on flood-affected areas, that is, all steps but491

step four. Column five shows that around 68% of the shocks were negative in step492

one, but that the proportion reverts for the other steps. Column six points that, by493

average shock size, step one contains by far the largest shocks (in absolute value).494

Columns seven and eight give the weeks when the shocks initiated and its duration.495

The vast majority of shocks began in weeks 22 and 23 and lasted, on average, ten496

weeks. Although not reported in the table, the federal states with the most number of497

shocks were Bavaria (BY), Thuringia (TH), Saxony-Anhalt (ST), and Saxony (SN),498

with 55, 15, 15 and 14 shocks, respectively.499

Table 4: Summary statistics of the identification steps
Step # Unique % of neg. Avg. abs. Week begin Avg. duration

shocks ATCs Roads shocks shock size (22,23,24,25) (weeks)

1 40 31 15 67.50 25361 (02,24,12,02) 11
2 21 21 20 47.62 8446 (06,10,04,01) 9
3 64 59 37 42.19 13984 (23,29,06,06) 10
4 32 32 27 40.63 10698 (15,10,04,03) 10

All 157 143 81 49.38 15472 (46,73,26,12) 10

Notes: This table shows summary statistics for each of the four identification steps. Step 1 includes flood-flagged

ATCs, step 2 ATCs in flooded areas, step 3 in districts with flood-related police reports and step 4 in the rest of

Germany. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The average absolute shock size

is calculated as the sum of the size of all shocks in absolute value divided by the number of shocks.

Fig. 7 plots all identified ATCs from all four identification steps over the map500

of Germany, along with the inundation map and flood-related police report districts.501

Since an ATC can have more than one shock during the inundation period, the circle502

size correspond to cumulative shock sizes at the counter level, which are calculated by503

adding up shock sizes at each ATC (from Tables 3, B1, B2, and B3). The left plot504

contains counters with traffic increments (yellow circles), and the right one includes505

counters with traffic reductions (red circles). Adversely affected counters cluster al-506

most exclusively in flooded areas and police report districts with more than one week507

of overall traffic obstructions (dark gray). On the other hand, positively affected coun-508
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ters lie, with only a few exceptions, outside of the previous areas, but inside of police509

report districts with less than one week of overall traffic obstructions (gray). This510

result is intuitive since counters with traffic gains should locate outside of the most511

flood-affected areas, where traffic disruptions happened. To provide a better under-512

standing of how positively and negatively affected ATCs relate to the road network,513

Fig. 8 zooms into south-east Bavaria. Additional to the previous map, green tri-514

angles represent flood-flagged ATCs reported by BASt and roads with two or more515

negatively (positively) affected ATCs are given in red (yellow). The figure shows an516

explicit configuration of disrupted and detour routes. While HF traffic along the A8517

between Munich and Salzburg as well as on the A99 around Munich gets disrupted,518

HF traffic along the B304, A94, A9, and A95 increases.519

Figure 7: Identified ATCs across all steps

(a) Postive Shocks in the Network (b) Negative Shocks in the Network

Notes: These maps plot identified ATCs from all four identification steps over the map of Germany,
along with inundated areas (turquoise) and flood-related police-reports districts with less (gray)
and more (dark gray) than one week of overall traffic obstruction duration. ATCs with positive
(negative) cumulative shocks are in red (yellow). Since an ATC can have more than one shock during
the inundation period, the circle size correspond to cumulative shock sizes at the counter level (in
number of heavy freight vehicle-counts), which are calculated by adding up shock sizes at each ATC
(from Tables 3, B1, B2 and B3).

Tables C1 and C2 on Appendix C show the full results at the road level. Due to520

space limitations, Table 5 shows the ten most affected roads by average shock size,521
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Figure 8: Configuration of disrupted and detour roads in south-east Bavaria

Notes: This map shows the road network and the distribution of identified ATCs in south-east
Bavaria. ATCs with positive (negative) cumulative shocks are in red (yellow). Since an ATC can
have more than one shock during the inundation period, the circle size correspond to cumulative
shock sizes at the counter level (in number of heavy freight vehicle-counts), which are calculated by
adding up shock sizes at each ATC (from Tables 3, B1, B2 and B3). Roads with more than one
negatively (positively) affected ATCs on it are considered disrupted (detour) roads and are colored
in red (yellow).

divided by positively (detour) and negatively (disrupted) affected roads. This table522

gives the number of ATCs on that road, the number of affected ATCs identified in523

all steps, as well as ATCs with positive and negative shocks. The A8, for example,524

had 7 (out of 34) affected counters, all of them negatively affected, with shock values525

summing up to -196,477 vehicle-counts. That is, compared to usual levels, 196,477526

less vehicles were counted by affected ATCs along the A8. Dividing this number by527

the number of affected counters gives us the average shock size, which tells us that,528

on average, 32,746 fewer vehicles passed through each affected counter on the A8.529

As expected, roads had only either positive or negative shocks, with only very few530

exceptions. Out of a total of 31 (50) negatively (positively) affected roads, the A2,531

A3, A42, A1, and A8 have the largest traffic losses, whereas the B388, B20, B8, A864532

and B85 the largest traffic gains. Even though the proportion of A-roads to B-roads is533

roughly the same for disrupted roads, 72% of detour roads are B-roads. Furthermore,534
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note that although the mean of the average shock size is smaller in absolute value for535

detour roads (10,593) as compared to disrupted roads (13,852), the average shock size536

of disrupted roads as a percentage of average annual traffic is smaller in absolute value537

(1.10%) than that of detour roads (1.75%). These numbers indicate that, on average,538

traffic changes during the flood impose a higher relative burden on detour roads.539

Table 5: List of most affected roads by avg. shock size

Road Number of counters Cum. Avg. % of avg.
ID All Affected Neg. Pos. shock size shock size annual traffic

Top negatives (disrupted) roads

A2 16 1 1 - -92508 -92508 -0.77
A3 55 9 8 2 -465908 -51768 -0.45
A42 6 1 1 - -45311 -45311 -0.96
A1 27 2 1 1 -74319 -37160 -1.69
A8 34 7 7 - -196477 -28068 -0.65

Top positives (detour) roads

B85 6 1 - 1 24070 24070 2.63
A864 1 1 - 1 26867 26867 2.44
B8 8 2 - 2 64115 32058 3.19
B20 5 2 - 2 144760 72380 3.92
B388 2 1 - 1 72921 72921 6.70

Notes: This table shows results at the road-level from all steps of identification. Only the most affected roads

according to avg. shock size are included. The average shock size is calculated as the cumulative shock size divided by

the number of affected counters in each road. The percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the average shock size

divided by the average annual traffic passing through that road.

To get the number of unique vehicles lost in Germany, we follow the two options540

stated above. We also calculate the values as percentages of annual traffic in affected541

counters (in parenthesis) by repeating the process but using annual traffic volumes of542

the counterfactual (shock-free series) instead of shock values. According to the first543

approach, we estimate the loss in HF vehicles in 5,494 (0.003%) units for the whole544

country. According to the second, the loss equals 50,870 (0.023%) vehicles. These545

values give possible bounds for the actual number of lost freight vehicles. If we only546

use results for step one, the first approach provides us with a loss of 68,644 (0.172%)547

vehicles, while the second approach 120,627 (0.271%). The loss estimates for step548

one alone are higher because steps two, three, and four have a higher proportion of549

detour roads. If we use all steps but step four, the first approach gives us a loss of550

9,177 (0.005%), while the second a loss of 52,354 (0.029%) vehicles. The previous551

values are very close to the results using all steps. Note that although the difference552
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between the estimates is large, this number is smaller than many of the individual553

shock sizes at the counter or road levels. Assuming that all trucks driving through the554

German road network were non-foreign trucks, we can compare the previous estimates555

to the number of registered freight vehicles in Germany in 2013, which according to556

the German Federal Motor Transport Authority (Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt) adds up to557

2,579,000 units. If we do so, the number of vehicles lost represents between 0.21% and558

4.68% of the total stock of German trucks.559

Regarding the temporal effect of the shocks during the flood-weeks, Fig. 9 plots560

the total number of counted vehicles at the week level, with positive shocks in yellow561

and negative in red. The plot exhibits a taper off in week 30 and almost no effects by562

week 40.563

Figure 9: Overall duration of the identified shocks in 2013

Notes: This plot shows the number of counted vehicles in thousands across all identified counters in
the flood period. The image is divided by counters experiencing an increase (yellow) and a decrease
(red) in traffic during the flood weeks

6. Discussion564

Several factors might influence the differences in sign and duration of the shock in a565

particular location. These include the resilience of the transport network: closely con-566

nected to road quality and maintenance works, or the response of authorities, based567

on, for instance, retrofit priorities among the links of the network (Sohn, 2006). Note568

that, as we only included heavy freight in the analysis, we restricted the study to com-569
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modity flows between shippers and receivers. Shipping decisions of companies seeking570

to minimize losses of adverse events affect road traffic in different ways, including ship-571

ping modes, dispatch times (travel schedules), or detour routes (Giuliano and Golob,572

1998; Cools et al., 2010; Koetse and Rietveld, 2009).573

To derive aggregate results, we used averages as well as maxima and minima of574

traffic variation within counter clusters (using roads and districts). There are, of575

course, other alternatives, such as using different criteria to define clusters, i.e., by576

segmenting the road by junctions or using other administrative demarcations.577

Ten flood-flagged ATCs, out of the 41 officially reported, exhibit no significant traf-578

fic variation. This lack of significance could be because there was indeed no variation579

at the week level, the shock did not affect HF traffic, or it was not large enough to be580

deemed as significant. Note also, that the additional shocks detected during the flood581

weeks on ATCs of steps two, three, and four give evidence that the list of flood-flagged582

ATCs is not exhaustive. However, although these shocks locate on flood-affected areas,583

we cannot discard the possibility that some arise because of factors not directly as-584

sociated with the flood. An example might be scheduled road-works. However, given585

that most of the shocks lie on flood-affected areas, we believe that the influence of586

other factors not related at all to the inundation has to be minimal.587

A further remark refers to the informativeness of the counter network concerning588

natural disasters. Several papers look at the optimization of traffic count numbers and589

locations to derive accurate estimates for origin-destination matrices (Ehlert et al.,590

2006). However, it is possible that the ATC network does not portray the actual effect591

of the flood on the transport system. For instance, it might be that some flooded areas592

have low counter coverage so that although traffic was affected, it cannot be accurately593

measured. Due to the absence of a strategy that would enable us to determine if594

counters are in the most informative positions, in this paper we used the geographic595

dispersion of ATCs as a rough indicator of its informativeness. Therefore, results596

should be seen as best approximations given the constraints of the prevailing system597

of ATCs.598

It is also hard to deny that the 2013 floods on Germany’s road heavy-freight traffic599

did not affect external costs, in the form of, for instance, congestion, CO2 emissions,600
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and accidents. These costs vary depending on the type of vehicle as well as other601

factors, including location and road conditions (Lemp and Kockelman, 2008). For an602

analysis of the external costs of HF vehicles refer to Beuthe et al. (2002) or Janic603

(2007). To the extent that external costs of vehicle traffic can be estimated with the604

help of traffic counts (Nocera et al., 2018), results from this work could also be used605

for assessing the external costs of the 2013 floods, for instance as a generalization of606

the external costs imposed by a single road closure as in Masiero and Maggi (2012).607

The results of this work can inform policymakers of the traffic consequences of608

abnormal flooding events by showing evidence of the shock distribution across different609

links on the road network. For example, policymakers should implement contingency610

plans to expand or reinforce network elements where the number of vehicles increases611

in times of flooding, as these network links work as escape routes for heavily damaged612

ways. Results can also give information on possible bottlenecks in the network that613

could be resolved through the construction of secondary roads with higher levels of614

resilience to flooding. Besides this, transport researchers can use the results from615

this paper as an input for additional studies on the effects of the 2013 floods on616

the transport network. For example, to quantify changes in transport costs or inter-617

regional trade by updating origin-destination matrices based on traffic changes on the618

subset of affected counters. Researchers can also employ them to get information such619

as detours taken by drivers when they are not being able to traverse a particular link,620

thus overcoming usual assumptions in the literature, such as the arbitrary setting of621

diversion routes or the complete blocking of a flooded street. Other possibilities include622

the combination of the results with different types of data to generate an integrated623

flood severity index, study spatial dispersion effects, or use the set of significantly624

stricken units to define treatment groups.625

This paper contributes to the literature on the effects of exogenous weather events626

on traffic networks through the implementation of a time-series technique developed by627

Chen and Liu (1993b) for the estimation and determination of outliers. This method628

allows researchers to determine the size of the shock while accounting for seasonality,629

holidays, and previous unrelated shocks. Furthermore, it enables locating increments630

in traffic volumes at specific network points consequence of deviations from damaged631
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roads without prior knowledge on the exact date when the event affected the time632

series. Finally, the methodology in this study can be used for quantifying the effect633

of other natural disasters in different traffic networks, thus allowing public planners634

to create contingency plans and increase the resilience of the transportation system.635

For example, other researchers could apply this methodology to study the effect of636

hurricanes along the southern and eastern coasts of the United States, Mexico, or637

southeast Asia. Or it could be applied in earthquake-prone areas ranging from Mexico638

City, Santiago de Chile, or Los Angeles, to Japan.639

7. Conclusions640

This article’s objective was to analyze the spatial and temporal effects of the 2013641

floods on heavy freight traffic passing through automatic traffic counters distributed642

across the main roads of Germany. We identified affected counters during the inun-643

dation weeks as well as estimated the corresponding effect on vehicle counts with the644

help of the Chen and Liu (1993) method. To find out if identified counters cluster645

on flood-affected areas of the country, we considered four different steps of identifica-646

tion: official flood-flagged counters, counters lying on flooded areas, counters lying on647

districts reported as having obstruction because of the floods, and the rest of Germany.648

Results show 157 significant traffic volume shocks distributed across 143 counters649

and 81 roads. These values correspond to 10% of all counters and 23% of all main roads650

in Germany. Almost 80% of these counters locate on flood-affected areas, with traffic651

reductions lying on the most critical ones. The states with the most significant effects652

are Bavaria, Thuringia, Saxony, and Saxony-Anhalt. Most shocks begin in weeks 22653

and 23 of 2013, and last ten weeks. After week 40 almost all the effects vanish at654

the national level. Based on the sign of the average shock at the road level, we could655

trace a configuration of 31 disrupted and 50 detour roads. The A2, A3, A42, A1, A3656

experience the highest average traffic losses, whereas the B388, B20, B8, A864, and657

B85 undergo the highest average traffic gains. Although the proportion of A-roads to658

B-roads was roughly the same for disrupted roads, 72% of detour roads are B-roads.659

We approximate the overall effect in Germany to be between 5,000 and 51,000 lost660
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trucks, although these numbers vary by step.661

Results from this study can be used to inform policymakers about the consequences662

of abnormal and repetitive floods throughout the road network so that policies might663

be directed at increasing resilience in critical areas, or as an input for additional studies664

on the effects of the 2013 floods on the transport network. This paper’s methodology665

is scalable and applicable to other problems where the set of units affected by ex-666

ogenous events are difficult to identify, which is particularly relevant when the effects667

imposed by the event are heterogeneous in space and time. Natural disasters provide668

an excellent example of this type of event.669

Although the methodology might find a myriad of applications in the transport670

sector, it is by no means restricted to the transport domain only, as evidenced in the671

literature review section. Data generation and distribution on the physical and eco-672

nomic consequences of disasters should improve in the future. A rich literature about673

such events allows the formulation of mitigation and adaptation strategies, which, be-674

cause of climate change, are increasingly important. Turning to the transport research675

area, we highlight once again the suggestion in Guo et al. (2015), which states that676

traffic data collection systems should record information on the events generating out-677

liers. This information would permit to conduct studies showing how traffic systems678

are affected by these events.679

Future work should focus on carrying out a more disaggregated analysis, for in-680

stance, at the day level, separating effects according to road direction or truck type, or681

using complementary information, such as origin-destination matrices or a transport682

model.683
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Appendix A Visualization of results from step one829

Figure A1: Adjusted vs. observed time series of step one

Notes: Graphs correspond to affected counters in step 1 of identification. The blue line represents the methodology‘s

adjusted (shock-free) time series, the line in red the observed data. The shocks are the variations between both time

series between week 22 and 25.
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Figure A2: Isolated shocks of step one

Notes: Graphs correspond to shocks of affected counters in step one of identification. The red area represents the

behaviour of each shock within the inundation weeks.
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Appendix B Results for steps two, three and four830

Table B1: List of identified shocks and estimated sizes (2nd step)
Counter

ID
Shock
Type

Size (t-val)
Size as % of
annual traffic

Week (duration)
Road

ID
State

1161 AO -2206 (-4.13) -0.48 24 (1) B5 SH
1184 IO 9910 (6.04) 3.06 24 (15) B207 SH
1603 AO 5489 (3.8) 0.20 23 (1) A24 MV
1703 AO 385 (6.56) 1.01 23 (1) B195 MV
1705 AO -2371 (-5.26) -0.50 24 (1) B191 MV
3331 TC 11346 (4.71) 2.27 22 (9) B83 NI
3441 TC 11583 (4.56) 1.94 24 (9) A37 NI
3607 TC -14212 (-4.1) -0.77 22 (9) A11 BB
3804 AO -11093 (-3.91) -0.20 22 (1) A9 ST
3814 IO 9791 (3.44) 1.91 25 (21) B2 ST
3819 AO 3146 (5.62) 1.43 23 (1) B1 ST
3911 AO -5410 (-3.43) -0.18 22 (1) A38 ST
3921 AO -498 (-3.93) -0.54 23 (1) B183 ST
4118 AO -9852 (-4.84) -0.23 23 (1) A17 SN
4124 AO -5006 (-4.33) -0.16 22 (1) A13 SN
4152 AO -5617 (-3.59) -0.17 22 (1) A38 SN
5063 TC -45311 (-4.83) -0.96 23 (9) A42 NW
6325 LS 3261 (4.63) 0.86 23 (30) B45 HE
7563 LS 14937 (4.52) 0.63 23 (30) B9 RP
9164 AO 1024 (5.51) 0.38 23 (1) A95 BA
9949 LS 4908 (3.15) 0.38 23 (30) B31 BA

Notes: This table shows all the shocks identified with a base C-value of 2.5 and γ=0.7, as recommended by Chen and

Liu (1993b), in step two. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The percentage

change concerning the adjusted series is the change concerning the yearly sum of heavy freight vehicles in the adjusted

series for 2013. The shock types are: AS ”additive shock,” IS ”innovative shock,” TC ”temporary change,” and LS

”level shift.” Roads can be: A ”Bundesautobahn (A road),” B ”Bundesstraße (B road),” and the states acronyms are:

SH ”Schleswig-Holstein”, MV ”Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”, NI ”Niedersachsen”, BB ”Brandenburg”, ST ”Saxony-

Anhalt”, SN ”Sachsen”, NW ”Nordrhein-Westfalen”, HE ”Hessen”, RP ”Rheinland-Pfalz”, and BY ”Bavaria”.
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Table B2: List of identified shocks and estimated sizes (3rd step)
Counter

ID
Shock
Type

Size (t-val)
Size as % of
annual traffic

Week (duration)
Road

ID
State

4109 AO -11799 (-4.9) -0.30 22 (1) A72 SN
4122 AO -12739 (-5.29) -0.47 23 (1) A17 SN
4125 AO -12626 (-7.58) -0.38 23 (1) A17 SN
4126 LS 10833 (3.48) 1.10 23 (30) A72 SN
4213 AO 4918 (5.55) 0.81 23 (1) B6 SN
4218 TC 4372 (4.47) 1.99 25 (9) B170 SN
4229 IO -5682 (-4.4) -1.32 22 (5) B6 SN
9062 AO 9772 (4.03) 0.16 24 (1) A9 BA
9063 LS 34024 (4.48) 0.53 22 (31) A9 BA
9074 TC -33278 (-3.28) -0.56 23 (9) A3 BA
9080 TC -59347 (-4.77) -0.73 23 (9) A3 BA
9080 AO -11839 (-4.09) -0.15 24 (1) A3 BA
9081 LS 6435 (3.42) 0.12 25 (28) A3 BA
9135 AO 5992 (5.64) 0.77 23 (1) B304 BA
9215 AO -9798 (-4.27) -0.23 23 (1) A99 BA
9244 AO -16791 (-4.66) -0.24 23 (1) A99 BA
9272 TC 7125 (3.76) 1.77 23 (9) B8 BA
9294 TC 12153 (4.67) 2.03 23 (9) B303 BA
9300 LS 14223 (4.18) 1.72 23 (30) B15 BA
9628 TC -48290 (-4.44) -0.84 23 (9) A3 BA
9628 AO -12631 (-4.9) -0.22 24 (1) A3 BA
9862 AO -373 (-5.07) -0.06 25 (1) B12 BA
9937 IO 18237 (4.23) 3.91 23 (30) B304 BA
9984 IO 18692 (6.52) 1.41 23 (11) A94 BA
9987 IO 15310 (3.48) 1.09 22 (12) A94 BA
3825 IO 18917 (6.73) 14.24 22 (15) B1 ST
3825 TC 9602 (5.08) 7.23 24 (9) B1 ST
3834 IO 61792 (4.08) 1.90 23 (30) A38 ST
3836 IO -92508 (-4.17) -0.77 22 (11) A2 ST
3851 AO -1809 (-3.36) -0.81 23 (1) B2 ST
1602 AO 1018 (3.72) 0.22 23 (1) A14 MV
3392 AO 2652 (4.53) 1.33 22 (1) B80 NI
3415 LS 7530 (5.28) 1.36 23 (30) B4 NI
3430 AO -9803 (-3.65) -0.15 22 (1) A7 NI
3431 AO -24405 (-6.77) -0.29 22 (1) A7 NI
3436 LS 14840 (6.45) 1.71 22 (31) A37 NI
3637 IO 3784 (3.62) 3.51 23 (18) B102 BB
4301 AO -9792 (-5.24) -0.19 22 (1) A4 TH
4304 AO -16558 (-5.23) -0.30 22 (1) A4 TH
4305 AO -13350 (-7.21) -0.36 22 (1) A4 TH
4321 AO -15097 (-4.31) -0.23 22 (1) A9 TH
4342 IO 45637 (7.09) 2.39 23 (24) A71 TH
4342 IO -31122 (-5.14) -1.63 25 (24) A71 TH
4351 AO -9311 (-4.41) -0.17 22 (1) A4 TH
4352 AO -9693 (-4.49) -0.19 22 (1) A4 TH
4372 AO -5950 (-3.72) -0.21 22 (1) A38 TH
4424 AO 1116 (7.82) 0.96 23 (1) B86 TH
4444 AO 2518 (4.27) 1.15 23 (1) B80 TH
4702 LS 14181 (7.08) 2.47 23 (30) B4 NI
6301 IO 5624 (5.99) 2.36 23 (15) B456 HE
6393 TC 5126 (3.74) 1.22 23 (9) B3 HE
6493 TC 7196 (3.5) 1.68 23 (9) B83 HE
6513 AO 1054 (4.8) 1.30 22 (1) B3 HE
6645 AO 6855 (6.37) 0.34 24 (1) A49 HE
6651 TC 9271 (3.47) 1.12 25 (9) B7 HE
6716 LS 2704 (2.56) 0.63 22 (31) B83 HE
6910 AO -279 (-3.82) -0.42 22 (1) B276 HE
7086 LS 3884 (8.18) 4.32 24 (29) B48 RP
8360 IO -7782 (-4.58) -0.35 22 (1) B10 BW
8468 AO -6389 (-4.33) -0.88 22 (1) B29 BW
8468 LS 8649 (3.73) 1.19 23 (30) B29 BW
8520 AO 1217 (4.99) 0.69 25 (1) B3 BW
8537 LS 3588 (7.68) 0.89 23 (30) B31 BW
8704 LS 5080 (3.29) 0.90 22 (31) B33 BW

Notes: This table shows all the shocks identified with a base C-value of 2.5 and γ=0.7, as recommended by Chen

and Liu (1993b), in step three. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The size

as percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the size of the shock divided by the yearly heavy freight traffic passing

through that counter in the shock-free series (counterfactual). The duration of the shock is given in weeks. The shock

types are: AS ”additive shock,” IS ”innovative shock,” TC ”temporary change,” and LS ”level shift.” Roads can be: A

”Bundesautobahn (A road),” B ”Bundesstraße (B road),” and the states acronyms are: SN ”Sachsen”, ST ”Sachsen-

Anhalt”, BY ”Bavaria”, MV ”Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”, NI ”Niedersachsen”, BB ”Brandenburg”, TH ”Thüringen”,

HE ”Hessen”, RP ”Rheinland-Pfalz”, and BW ”Baden-Württemberg”.
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Table B3: List of identified shocks and estimated sizes (4th step)
Counter

ID
Shock
Type

Size (t-val)
Size as % of
annual traffic

Week (duration)
Road

ID
State

9104 AO -1654 (-3.58) -0.49 22 (1) B22 BA
9151 TC 8322 (4.25) 0.90 24 (9) A95 BA
9320 IO 12520 (6.14) 2.37 23 (20) B304 BA
9420 TC 4063 (3.46) 2.13 23 (9) B533 BA
9753 LS 19734 (3.29) 0.38 23 (30) A6 BA
9840 IO 35265 (5.48) 1.13 23 (14) A94 BA
182 IO 9544 (6.38) 2.80 24 (15) A1 SL
223 AO 1049 (4.69) 1.02 23 (1) B10 SL
1291 IO -83863 (-4.04) -2.06 25 (28) A1 SH
1738 AO 1649 (9.91) 1.29 25 (1) B110 MV
2009 AO -4426 (-3.56) -0.15 22 (1) A100 BE
3369 AO -2349 (-4.04) -0.23 22 (1) A31 NI
3375 LS 8952 (2.62) 1.09 22 (31) B61 NI
3402 TC -6596 (-4.67) -2.77 22 (9) B408 NI
3454 AO -3742 (-4.93) -0.26 22 (1) A31 NI
3498 AO -8139 (-8.56) -0.35 22 (1) A31 NI
3606 IO -12720 (-1.49) -0.33 22 (31) A10 BB
3641 TC 6525 (4.17) 2.62 22 (9) B198 BB
4302 IO -38909 (-4.02) -0.70 22 (14) A4 TH
4382 AO -2099 (-4.38) -0.20 22 (1) A73 TH
4454 IO 7290 (4.23) 6.43 22 (23) B89 TH
4455 IO -6892 (-5.23) -6.01 22 (24) B281 TH
5017 AO 3334 (3.44) 0.14 23 (1) A44 NW
5067 IO 9298 (3.9) 2.27 23 (19) A44 NW
5301 AO -660 (-3.59) -0.47 22 (1) B480 NW
5336 LS 2248 (3.8) 0.38 24 (29) B61 NW
5632 AO 3104 (3.9) 0.18 25 (1) A560 NW
7017 TC 739 (3.41) 1.59 23 (9) B37 RP
7286 AO -256 (-3.53) -0.45 22 (1) B53 RP
7510 IO 4368 (2.78) 1.89 24 (18) B41 RP
7570 TC 5176 (3.75) 1.75 23 (9) B327 RP
8034 IO 26867 (4.13) 2.44 23 (25) A864 BW

Notes: This table shows all the shocks identified with a base C-value of 2.5 and γ=0.7, as recommended by Chen

and Liu (1993b), in step four. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The size as

percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the size of the shock divided by the yearly heavy freight traffic passing

through that counter in the shock-free series (counterfactual). The duration of the shock is given in weeks. The shock

types are: AS ”additive shock,” IS ”innovative shock,” TC ”temporary change,” and LS ”level shift.” Roads can be: A

”Bundesautobahn (A road),” B ”Bundesstraße (B road),” and the states acronyms are: SH ”Schleswig-Holstein”, RP

”Rheinland-Pfalz”, BY ”Bavaria”, SL ”Saarland”, MV ”Mecklenburg-Vorpommern”, BE ”Berlin”, NI ”Niedersachsen”,

BB ”Brandenburg”, TH ”Thüringen”, NW ”Nordrhein-Westfalen”, and BW ”Baden-Württemberg”.
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Appendix C Road-level results831

Table C1: Affected roads with negative average shock size

Road Number of counters Cum. Avg. % of avg.
ID All Affected Neg. Pos. shock size shock size annual traffic
A2 16 1 1 -92508 -92508 -0.77
A3 55 9 8 2 -465908 -51768 -0.45
A42 6 1 1 -45311 -45311 -0.96
A1 27 2 1 1 -74319 -37160 -1.69
A8 34 7 7 -196477 -28068 -0.65
B188 6 2 2 -53345 -26672 -5.70
A7 36 2 2 -34208 -17104 -0.23
A4 30 6 6 -97613 -16269 -0.32
B107 5 2 2 -31666 -15833 -6.96
A11 3 1 1 -14212 -14212 -0.77
A99 13 2 2 -26589 -13294 -0.23
A10 5 1 1 -12720 -12720 -0.33
A17 3 3 3 -35217 -11739 -0.34
B281 2 1 1 -6892 -6892 -6.01
B408 1 1 1 -6596 -6596 -2.77
A13 4 1 1 -5006 -5006 -0.16
A31 5 3 3 -14230 -4743 -0.30
A100 4 1 1 -4426 -4426 -0.15
B10 8 2 1 1 -6733 -3366 -0.29
B6 13 3 2 1 -7440 -2480 -0.55
B191 2 1 1 -2371 -2371 -0.50
B181 1 1 1 -2360 -2360 -0.81
B5 13 1 1 -2206 -2206 -0.48
A73 13 1 1 -2099 -2099 -0.20
B22 5 1 1 -1654 -1654 -0.49
B480 3 1 1 -660 -660 -0.47
B183 2 1 1 -498 -498 -0.54
A72 8 2 1 1 -966 -483 -0.02
B12 6 1 1 -373 -373 -0.06
B276 3 1 1 -279 -279 -0.42
B53 2 1 1 -256 -256 -0.45
All 461 63 58 6 -1245138 -19764 -0.49

Notes: This table shows results at the road-level from all steps of identification. Only affected roads with negative

average shock size are included. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The average

shock size is calculated as the cumulative shock size divided by the number of affected counters in each road. The

percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the average shock size divided by the average annual traffic passing through

that road.
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Table C2: Affected roads with positive average shock size

Road Number of counters Cum. Avg. % of avg.
ID All Affected Neg. Pos. shock size shock size annual traffic
B195 2 1 1 385 385 1.01
B37 1 1 1 739 739 1.59
A14 21 1 1 1018 1018 0.22
B86 2 1 1 1116 1116 0.96
B110 3 1 1 1649 1649 1.29
B29 2 1 1 1 2260 2260 0.15
B3 14 3 3 7397 2466 1.09
B80 4 2 2 5170 2585 1.24
B172 3 3 2 1 7904 2635 2.38
A560 4 1 1 3104 3104 0.18
B45 2 1 1 3261 3261 0.86
B102 2 1 1 3784 3784 3.51
B48 1 1 1 3884 3884 4.32
B2 22 2 1 1 7982 3991 1.08
B533 1 1 1 4063 4063 2.13
B31 10 2 2 8496 4248 0.50
B21 2 2 1 1 8645 4322 0.92
B41 5 1 1 4368 4368 1.89
B170 3 1 1 4372 4372 1.99
A9 35 4 2 2 17606 4402 0.07
A95 4 2 2 9346 4673 0.78
B33 5 1 1 5080 5080 0.90
B327 2 1 1 5176 5176 1.75
A24 7 1 1 5489 5489 0.20
B61 3 2 2 11200 5600 0.79
B456 2 1 1 5624 5624 2.36
B9 15 2 1 1 11807 5904 0.47
A44 12 2 2 12632 6316 0.46
B198 3 1 1 6525 6525 2.62
A49 1 1 1 6855 6855 0.34
B83 5 3 3 21246 7082 1.57
A92 6 1 1 7255 7255 0.36
B89 3 1 1 7290 7290 6.43
B7 7 1 1 9271 9271 1.12
B304 7 4 4 39254 9814 1.92
B207 3 1 1 9910 9910 3.06
B4 8 2 2 21711 10856 1.92
A38 12 4 3 1 44815 11204 0.36
B303 2 1 1 12153 12153 2.03
A37 3 2 2 26423 13212 1.80
B15 5 1 1 14223 14223 1.72
A71 11 1 1 1 14515 14515 0.38
B1 15 2 2 31665 15832 6.52
A6 25 1 1 19734 19734 0.38
A94 5 3 3 69267 23089 1.18
B85 6 1 1 24070 24070 2.63
A864 1 1 1 26867 26867 2.44
B8 8 2 2 64115 32058 3.19
B20 5 2 2 144760 72380 3.92
B388 2 1 1 72921 72921 6.70
All 666 80 12 70 858402 10730 0.89

Notes: This table shows results at the road-level from all steps of identification. Only affected roads with positive

average shock size are included. The size of the shock refers to the number of heavy freight vehicle-counts. The average

shock size is calculated as the cumulative shock size divided by the number of affected counters in each road. The

percentage of annual traffic is calculated as the average shock size divided by the average annual traffic passing through

that road.
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